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Many multiprocessor systems have the ability to broadcast and�or multi-
cast information efficiently. However, this ability is often overlooked when
designing algorithms for these systems. In this paper, we introduce a new
compression technique that uses efficient multicasting to significantly reduce
the amount of information communicated during parallel and distributed
computation, resulting in significantly faster algorithms for Fast Fourier
Transforms and sorting on shared memory parallel models with limited
bandwidth. These algorithms demonstrate the importance of taking advan-
tage of efficient multicasting. The compression technique uses a new, natural
variant of Ramsey theory, which may be of independent interest. � 2001

Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

In a multiprocessor system, we refer to the task of sending a data item from one
processor to some subset of the processors as multicasting. When the data item is
sent to all other processors in the system, this task is called broadcasting. Many
parallel and distributed systems are able to multicast and�or broadcast information
efficiently, i.e., using less communication resources than sending a point-to-point
message from the source to each recipient of the data item. A good example of this
is a set of p processors connected together by a ring-structured topology. Using a
ring structure, a single point-to-point message must on average traverse p�2 edges,
but a data item can be multicast to any subset of the processors using a total of
only p edge traversals. Similarly, if p processors are connected to a bus, then any
data item written to the bus can be read by all p processors simultaneously.
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Furthermore, many other types of systems have explicit hardware or software sup-
port for multicasting and�or broadcasting. For example, broadcasting is included in
the collective communication routines of the Message-Passing Interface (MPI)
standard proposal [14].

When a multiprocessor computation involves data items that are shared by
multiple processors, taking advantage of efficient multicasting is straightforward.
However, the existing parallel algorithms for many computational problems utilize
communication patterns that are inherently point-to-point. For example, all exist-
ing parallel Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms use variants of a ``matrix
transposition'' communication pattern, where each processor starts with a row of a
p_p matrix of data items to be communicated, and the objective is to inform
processor i of column i of the matrix. Since each data item is sent to only one
destination, it might seem that efficient multicasting would not be useful for
computation involving this kind of communication.

This paper addresses the following question: for what problems does efficient
multicasting reduce the communication resources required for multiprocessor
computation? Interprocessor bandwidth is often the limiting factor in parallel and
distributed computing [2, 18, 24, 29], and thus the answer to this question is
central to finding the most efficient parallel algorithms for these problems. The
main result of this paper is a new compression technique that uses the ability to
multicast efficiently to significantly reduce the communication requirements of
several problems. This includes FFT computation and sorting, problems where
existing parallel algorithms use inherently point-to-point communication, and are
in fact usually limited by the time required for communication.

The combinatorics involved in the new compression technique may also be of
independent interest. We provide a reduction from the task of compressing
communication in parallel computation to finding collision-free p-colorings (defined
in Section 3), a new variant of central problems in Ramsey theory. In particular,
this problem is closely related to the problem of finding the maximum sized subset
of the integers [1 } } } p] that is free of arithmetic progressions of length 3. In this
paper, we provide a solution to the collision-free p-coloring problem that intro-
duces several new ideas, and we also use Dilworth's Theorem to provide a lower
bound for this problem.

1.1. The Model of Computation

We demonstrate the power of the new compression technique by using it to
derive new and faster algorithms for existing parallel models that incorporate
bandwidth considerations. One elegant method for modeling limited bandwidth is
a PRAM with p processors communicating through a shared memory consisting of
m cells, where m<< p. This type of model is called a PRAM(m), and was first
studied in [29]. The ability to multicast efficiently is incorporated into the model
by allowing the m shared memory cells to be read concurrently by up to all p pro-
cessors. Thus, a data item can be multicast to an arbitrary subset of the processors
using the same amount of time as sending a single point-to-point message. Other
parallel models that incorporate bandwidth considerations, such as the BSP [27]
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and LogP [12], do not allow for efficient multicasting, and thus are not suitable
for studying the effects of this resource. However, some of our applications also
apply to versions of these models augmented to incorporate efficient multicasting.

In the PRAM(m), the input, assumed to be of size n, is stored in a separate Read
Only Memory (ROM) that can be read concurrently by the processors. Thus, this
model focuses on the communication requirements of the actual computation, as
opposed to the communication requirements of distributing the input. Processors
have unlimited local memory, and at every time step, a processor can read or write
to one memory cell in the shared memory, read a single location of the input ROM,
or perform one step of local computation. Practical considerations make the case
where n>> p>>m the most interesting. In the PRAM(m), each of the m shared
memory cells consists of log n bits. For further motivation on the PRAM(m), we
refer the reader to [24].

In many scenarios, distributing the input to the processors is an important con-
sideration. Due to the input ROM, the PRAM(m) does not always accurately
model these scenarios. However, by eliminating the input ROM, one can use a
variant of the PRAM(m) in limited bandwidth analysis that includes the cost of dis-
tributing the input. In this case, the input is partitioned across the processors and
at each step processors can either perform a step of local computation or read from
or write to one of the shared memory cells. As in [4], we here call the resulting
model the P-PRAM(m), for Partitioned-PRAM(m). The compression technique
introduced in this paper applies to both the PRAM(m) and the P-PRAM(m).

1.2. Summary of Applications

One of the applications of the compression technique is to provide a faster algo-
rithm for computing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) in parallel. In the PRAM(m)
model, we provide an algorithm that can compute an n-point FFT, for n�p2, in
time

O \ n(k+log2 n)
p1�6m7�12 log n+ ,

where k is the number of bits required to represent the computed FFT values. To
the best of our knowledge, FFT computation has not been examined before in
either of the limited bandwidth models we consider, but any straightforward
implementation of any previous parallel FFT algorithm on the PRAM(m) would
require time 0(nk�(m log n)). Thus, the new algorithm is a factor of

0 \ p1�6k
m5�12(k+log2 n)+

faster than previous FFT algorithms. In limited bandwidth scenarios, i.e., when
p>>m, this improvement is polynomial in the number of processors.

In the case of sparse FFTs (where most of the inputs are 0), our new compres-
sion technique provides an algorithm for the more general P-PRAM(m) model. In
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particular, we provide a P-PRAM(m) algorithm for solving an n-point FFT
problem with n� nonzero inputs in time

O \ n(k+log2 n)
p1�6m7�12 log n

+
n� k

log n+ ,

provided that n� p2. For inputs with a moderate degree of sparseness, this
algorithm achieves a same

0 \ p1�6k
m5�12(k+log2 n)+

improvement over any P-PRAM(m) implementation of existing parallel FFT algo-
rithms. In fact, [4] poses as an open question whether or not there exists any
problem for which the optimal P-PRAM(m) running time scales with both m and
p. Not only does our new algorithm have a running time that scales with both m
and p, it scales polynomially with both parameters.

The new compression technique also provides a new sorting algorithm for the
PRAM(m) with a running time of

O \n log n
p

+
n log p

m7�12p1�6 log n+ ,

provided that n�mp2+=, for any constant =>0. This algorithm sorts all but a frac-
tion of 1

p2 of the permutations of the inputs and is comparison based. To put the
running time of this algorithm into context with existing work, let O� ( ) represent
running times where we only include terms that are at least polynomial in the
parameters n, p, and m. The running time of the new algorithm is

O� \ n
m7�12p1�6+ ,

and the previous best sorting algorithm [1] has a running time of O� ( n
m). Thus, the

new algorithm is faster when bandwidth is limited: when p�m2.5+=, for any con-
stant =>0. Furthermore, in [24], Mansour et al. proved a lower bound of
0(n�- mp) for sorting in the PRAM(m). The new sorting algorithm is the first to
demonstrate that it is possible to achieve a speedup that is polynomial in p, as
appears in the [24] lower bound. The new compression technique also allows us
to achieve a running time of

O \ n log p
m7�12p1�6 log n+

for the permutation routing problem (defined in Section 2).
When multicasting is not used, both sorting and permutation routing in the

PRAM(m) require time 0((n log m)�(m log n)) [2]; the new algorithms outperform
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this lower bound by a factor that is polynomial in p. This demonstrates and quan-
tifies the advantage provided by efficient multicasting. Our applications show that
the ability to multicast information efficiently in a parallel system can be used to
significantly reduce the amount of communication required for fundamental
problems, resulting in faster algorithms for these problems.

1.3. Previous Work

A related compression technique introduced in [1] serves as the starting point
for our compression technique. In this paper, we use more sophisticated com-
binatorics, including a surprisingly good solution to the Ramsey theoretic problem
of finding collision-free p-colorings, to obtain significantly better compression. In
particular, the compression achieved by p processors using the technique from [1]
is roughly

23(- log p+log 2 m&log m);

we here achieve a compression of roughly 3(( p1�6)�(m5�12)). If we focus only on the
dependence on p, this is an improvement from 23(- log p) to 23(log p). Furthermore,
the compression technique introduced here also applies to more general parallel
models, including the P-PRAM(m) and versions of the BSP and LogP models
augmented to allow for efficient multicasting. Also, the new technique applies to a
broader range of problems than the technique from [1], including the new applica-
tion to FFT computation.

The question of how to multicast efficiently in a communication system consist-
ing of multiple nodes is examined in [7]. That paper introduces approximation
algorithms for minimizing the time required to multicast when internode latency
can vary from node pair to node pair. Other work on sorting in the PRAM(m)
model includes [2]. Sorting in the BSP, another limited bandwidth model, has
been studied in [17] and [18]. Other work in the PRAM(m) model includes
[6, 8, 15], and [23]. Variants of the P-PRAM(m) are studied in [4] and [16],
and a related model is studied in [3].

One other paper that uses related ideas from Ramsey theory for compression is
[11], where Chandra et al. introduce multiparty parallel computation in the
``number on the forehead'' model. In this model, the input is p integers a1 } } } ap , and
processor i knows the entire input except for ai . They demonstrate an equivalence
between the communication requirements of the summation function and the mini-
mum size coloring of the integers [1 } } } p] that is free of monochromatic arithmetic
progressions of length 3. Good summaries of the work in Ramsey theory on
arithmetic progressions can be found in [19] and [21].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
compression technique and its applications in more detail. In Section 3, we define
the collision-free p-coloring problem and describe the reduction from compression
to this problem. In Section 4, we describe our solution to the collision-free p-color-
ing problem. In Section 5, we describe our lower bound for the collision-free
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p-coloring problem. Section 6 contains some technical details of the reduction from
compression to collision-free p-colorings.

2. THE COMPRESSION TECHNIQUE AND ITS APPLICATIONS

At the heart of the compression technique is the following simple information
theoretic problem. We describe this problem for the PRAM(m) model of computa-
tion, with p processors.

Definition 1. The multicast transposition problem:
Input: a p_p binary matrix A, where each cell of the input ROM contains one

row of A.
Output: Processor i must determine column i of A.

Note that this is a matrix transposition problem, since a processor can read an
entire row of A in a single step, and each processor is required to determine a
column of A. A solution to the multicast transposition problem is characterized in
terms of :, the maximum number of rows of the matrix read by any processor
(corresponding to the time required for local computation), and ;, the time
required for communication. The objective is to minimize a weighted sum of : and
;. This allows us to minimize the total time (computation plus communication)
required to solve various problems in the PRAM(m) model. The relative weights of
: and ; will depend on the specific problem to be solved.

It is easy to show that if every bit written to the shared memory is only read by
a single processor, then an optimal solution is always either for every processor to
read every row of the matrix, or for processor i to read row i, and then for all j,
transmit (through the shared memory) the bit in column j to processor j. However,
by taking advantage of efficient multicasting, it is possible to do considerably better
than either of these solutions. The problem is called the multicast transposition
problem to highlight this fact.

The new compression technique of this paper provides more efficient solutions to
the multicast transposition problem. The basic idea of the compression technique is
simple: instead of transmitting bits that appear in the matrix A, processors multi-
cast the parity of sets of bits from A. By carefully choosing the sets of bits in A, as
well as which rows of A are read by each processor, we ensure that every bit that
is multicast is useful to several processors simultaneously, thereby reducing the total
number of bits that need to be transmitted. Specifically, in our solution, when a set
consists of t bits, these t bits are multicast as a single bit representing their parity,
and this bit can be decoded by t different processors to determine a bit in each of
their respective columns. Choosing the proper pattern of sets turns out to be an
interesting combinatorial problem, and is the subject of the subsequent sections of
this paper. In this section, we see how to use efficient solutions to the multicast
transposition problem to develop faster algorithms.

We start with an application to parallel computation of FFTs. For a description
of FFTs, we refer the reader to [5]. For the purposes of this paper, it is sufficient
to know that the data dependency graph of an n-point FFT computation is equiv-
alent to an n-input butterfly graph with all edges directed from the inputs toward
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the outputs. Each of the n inputs to the FFT problem is assigned to a different
input to the butterfly, and each of the n FFT outputs appears at one output of the
butterfly. We here assume that n� p2.

A simple algorithm for computing the FFT works as follows on the PRAM(m).
We partition the first 1

2 log n levels of the butterfly into - n distinct subbutterflies.

Each processor computes all of the values appearing in
- n

p distinct subbutterflies,
thereby obtaining n

p intermediate values that appear in level 1
2 log n of the original

butterfly. These intermediate values are then communicated between the processors

in such a manner that each processor has all of the inputs to
- n

p distinct subbutter-
flies in the last 1

2 log n levels of the butterfly. Each processor then computes n
p out-

puts to the FFT problem. The intermediate values can be thought of as defining a
p_p matrix M, where each entry of M consists of n

p2 intermediate values. By assigning
the values to entries of the matrix appropriately, the communication pattern is a
matrix transposition: processor i computes row i of the matrix M during the first
half of the computation, and receives column i of the matrix during the communication
phase.

This algorithm requires each processor to perform O((n log n)�p) steps of local
computation, and requires a total of n(( p&1)�p) values to be transmitted through
the shared memory. Most parallel FFT algorithms use one of many variants of this
kind of algorithm (see for example [22]), and to the best of our knowledge, every
previous parallel FFT algorithm requires 0(n) intermediate values to be
communicated between the processors. In the PRAM(m), the total time required by
any such algorithm is

0 \n log n
p

+
nk

m log n+ ,

where k is the number of bits required to represent the intermediate values of the
FFT problem. Note that when the system has limited bandwidth, i.e., when m

k <<
p

log 2 n , the time required for communication is much larger than the time required
for computation. The compression technique of this paper can be thought of as a
way to decrease communication by performing more computation at each
processor.

Theorem 1. Any solution to the multicast transposition problem with at most :
rows read by any processor and ; time required for communication implies an n-point
FFT algorithm for the PRAM(m), provided that n�p2. This algorithm runs in time

O \n log n
p

:+
nk
p2 ;+ ,

where k is the number of bits required to represent any number appearing in the FFT
problem.

Proof. We can view the matrix M of intermediate values in the FFT computa-
tion as a set of kn

p2 binary matrices. We use the solution to the multicast transposi-
tion problem on each binary matrix. The solution to the multicast transposition
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problem requires each processor to compute the same set of : rows in each of the
kn
p2 binary matrices. Thus, it is sufficient for each processor to compute those : rows
of the matrix M. Each processor is able to compute those rows in time O( n log n

p :)
using the ROM of the PRAM(m) that contains the input. The remainder of the
local computation required is also O( n log n

p :). The time required for communication
for each of the kn

p2 binary matrices is ;, for a total of nk
p2 ;. K

Corollary 1. There is an algorithm for solving an n-point FFT problem on the
PRAM(m) in time

O \ n(k+log2 n)
p1�6m7�12 log n+ ,

provided that n� p2.

This corollary uses the solution to the multicast transposition problem developed
in the subsequent sections. The resulting algorithm is faster than any algorithm that
requires 0(n) intermediate values to be written to the shared memory by a factor of

0 \ p1�6k
m5�12(k+log2 n)+ ,

which is |(1) provided that p�m2.5+=, for =>0 and log2 n
k # po(1).

This algorithm can also be applied to the more general P-PRAM(m) model in
the case of sparse FFTs. In particular, if there are n� nonzero inputs to an n-point
FFT, then the entire input can be broadcast to all the processors in time
O((n� k)�(log n)), after which the P-PRAM(m) can simulate the algorithm for the
PRAM(m). This gives us the following.

Corollary 2. There is an algorithm for solving an n-point FFT problem with n�
nonzero inputs on the P-PRAM(m) in time

O \ n(k+log2 n)
p1�6m7�12 log n

+
n� k

log n+ ,

provided that n� p2.

Note that most distributions of a moderately sparse set of inputs still require
0(n) intermediate values to be transmitted through the shared memory if we use
any previous FFT algorithm. Thus, these algorithms would require time 0( nk

m ) on
the P-PRAM(m).

The compression technique can also be applied to other problems, such as
sorting and permutation routing. In the permutation routing problem, the input is
n (processor�number, key) pairs, every processor�number occurs n

p times, and the
task is to route each key to the associated processor. Applying the compression
technique to sorting and permutation routing requires using more sophisticated
techniques developed in [1]; we defer the proof of the following theorem to the full
version of the paper.
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Theorem 2. There is a comparison based sorting algorithm for the PRAM(m)
that sorts a fraction of 1& 1

p2 of the permutations of the n input keys in time

O \n log n
p

+
n log p

m7�12p1�6 log n+ ,

provided that n�mp2+=, for any constant =>0. A fraction of 1& 1
p2 of all the inputs

to the permutation routing problem can also be solved in time

O \ n log p
m7�12p1�6 log n+ ,

provided that n�mp2+=, for any constant =>0.

3. REDUCTION FROM COMPRESSION TO RAMSEY THEORY

We now turn to the question of finding efficient solutions to the multicast trans-
position problem. In the solution we present, processors compute the parity (XOR)
of entries in A and write these values to the shared memory. This allows a signifi-
cant reduction in the total number of bits that need to be written to the shared
memory. Consider for example the following protocol. One processor reads every
row of matrix and then writes to the shared memory the bit D=(� p

i=1 Aii) mod 2
(the XOR of the entries along the main diagonal of A). Informally, the single bit
D provides p&1 bits of utility to the other p&1 processors. To see why, note that
all p&1 processors can use the bit D to reduce the number of rows of A computed
by 1 as follows: To determine any column j, processor j computes every row of the
matrix except row j. This directly determines all of column j except Ajj . It also
determines all the entries Aii , i{ j, which, when combined with the bit D,
determines the value of Ajj .

Finding an efficient solution to the multicast transposition problem can be
reduced to the problem of choosing which entries of the matrix to XOR, which in
turn is an interesting combinatorial problem. We demonstrate that choosing good
patterns of bits can be reduced to the following collision-free p-coloring problem.

Definition 2. A collision-free p-coloring consists of a partition of the integers
[1 } } } p] into two sets: C, the set of colored integers, and U, the set of uncolored
integers, as well as a coloring of the integers in the colored set. We require that if
i, j # C are assigned the same color, then i+ j

2 � C.

In other words, if i, j # C are assigned the same color, then if (i+ j)�2 is an
integer it must be in U. We shall be interested in finding a collision-free p-coloring
where we minimize U, the size of the set U, and C, the number of colors in the
assignment.

This problem is closely related to that of finding colorings of the integers [1 } } } p]
that are free of monochromatic arithmetic progressions of length 3 and minimize
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the number of colors required (variants of which are studied, for example, in [10,
20, 28]). In that problem, if i and j are assigned the same color, then if (i+ j)�2 is
an integer it must be assigned a different color, instead of to the set U. Note that
in general, solutions to this problem are not solutions to the collision-free p-coloring
problem. A closely related problem is finding the maximum sized subset of the
integers [1 } } } p] free of arithmetic progressions of length 3, variants of which are
studied in [9, 25, 26]. Although solutions to this problem lead directly to solutions
to the collision-free p-coloring problem (using only one color), these solutions are
not nearly good enough for our purposes. In particular, [25] demonstrates that the
maximum sized such subset has size O( p�log log p), and thus the resulting solution
would have almost all of the integers in the uncolored set U. However, due to this
similarity with existing work in Ramsey theory, the collision-free p-coloring
problem and its solution may be of independent interest.

For ease of explanation, we describe our solution to the multicast transposition
problem in two steps. First, we assume that there is an oracle of unlimited com-
putational power that knows the entire matrix and can write to all m memory cells
simultaneously. This oracle is called the communication oracle. Such an oracle
would write the minimum amount of information necessary to inform each of the
p processors of the column of the matrix A they are required to determine. This is
the most difficult part of the algorithm. We show in the remainder of this section
that in the presence of a communication oracle, a sufficiently good collision-free
p-coloring provides an efficient solution to the multicast transposition problem. In
Section 4, we provide such a solution to the collision-free p-coloring. In Section 5,
we provide a lower bound for the collision-free p-coloring problem. Then, in
Section 6, we describe how to simulate the communication oracle using just the p
processors. This simulation only increases the total amount of computation or
communication required by additive lower order terms.

Theorem 3. In the presence of a communication oracle, any collision-free p-coloring
provides a solution to the p_p multicast transposition problem where the number of
rows of A read by any processor is at most U and the total number of bits
communicated is at most 2pC.

Proof. Reference [1] provides a reduction from the multicast transposition
problem with a communication oracle to another combinatorial problem, the token
placement problem. We prove the theorem by providing a reduction from the token
placement problem to the collision-free p-coloring problem. In the token placement
problem, the objective is to place tokens onto the matrix A, where the tokens are
grouped together into sets, subject to three constraints:

(1) No two tokens are placed on the same matrix entry.

(2) No row or column of A has more than one token from the same set.

(3) If row i and column j each contain a distinct token from the same set S,
then no token from any set can be placed on matrix entry A ij . We say that Aij is
blocked by S.
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Given such a placement of tokens, we use the following protocol P. The com-
munication oracle writes a bit to the shared memory for each set of tokens, where
the value of this bit is the XOR of all entries in the matrix covered by the tokens
from the set. When determining column j, processor j reads all the bits written to
the shared memory that correspond to sets with a token in column j, and computes
all rows i of A such that Aij is not covered by a token.

Claim 1. [1] For any processor j, protocol P provides sufficient information to
j to reconstruct column j.

Proof. Consider any entry Aij that is not computed directly by processor j
in the protocol. Since Aij is not read, it is covered by a token from some set S. To
determine the value of Aij when all the multicast bits are known, it is sufficient for
processor j to know all the other entries in A that are covered by tokens from the
set S. By (2), we know that none of these entries can be in row i or in column j.
Let r be any row that contains some other token in S. By (3), entry Arj is not
covered by any token, and so processor j computes row r. Thus, all entries except
Aij covered by a token from set S are computed. K

This leaves us with the task of finding a solution to the token placement problem
that minimizes r, the maximum number of uncovered entries in any column, and
t, the number of sets. In order to do so, we use a collision-free p-coloring, and use
this to define a valid placement of tokens. In the matrix A, we shall use the word
diagonal (skew diagonal) to refer to a diagonal that is parallel (perpendicular,
respectively) to the main diagonal of the matrix. We number the diagonals of the
matrix from 1 to 2p&1, from the lower left corner to the upper right corner. These
integers are then assigned colors according to two copies of the collision-free
p-coloring: the first p integers use the colors from the coloring directly, and the next
p&1 colors use the same pattern, but a distinct set of colors.

We then place tokens on the matrix. Every matrix entry on a diagonal in the set
U is left uncovered, and the remainder of the entries are covered. We number the
skew diagonals of the matrix from 1 to 2p&1. Each matrix entry is covered by a
token with the value Li , where L is the color of the diagonal containing that matrix
entry, and i is the number of the skew diagonal containing the entry. The tokens
with the same value of Li are in the same set. Thus, two matrix entries are covered
by tokens from the same set if and only if they are on the same skew diagonal
and on diagonals that are assigned the same color. A small example is depicted in
Fig. 1.

We next show that we obtain a valid solution to the token placement problem.
Requirement (1) is trivially satisfied. Since all tokens from any single set are on the
same skew diagonal, requirement (2) is also satisfied. For requirement (3), consider
any pair of tokens from the same set. Since these two tokens are on the same skew
diagonal, they must be of the form Ai, j , Ai+c, j&c , for some integers c, i, and j. The
first lies on diagonal d1= p&i+ j, and the second lies on diagonal d2= p&i+ j&
2c. The two blocked entries created by those two tokens are at the entries Ai, j&c ,
Ai+c, j . Both of these entries lie on the diagonal d3= p&i+ j&c. However,
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FIG. 1. A portion of a token placement. This portion of the placement uses 6 sets: G2 , B3 , R4 , G4 ,
B5 , and G6 . It is derived from the following portion of a collision-free p-coloring: red, blue, green,
uncolored, green, blue, red.

d3=(d1+d2)�2. Furthermore, since d1 and d2 are assigned the same color, they
must be in the same copy of the coloring. Thus, d3 must be in U in its copy of the
collision-free p-coloring. Therefore, every entry on diagonal d3 is uncovered.

Finally, we demonstrate the claimed values of r and t obtained by this placement.
To bound r, note that if diagonal i and diagonal j both intersect the same column,
then i{ j mod p. Thus, each integer in the set U can contribute at most 1
uncovered entry to any column, which implies that r�U. To bound t, note that the
number of different sets will be at most twice the number of colors used (one for
each copy of the coloring), times the maximum number of skew diagonals intersecting
any diagonal. Thus, t�2Cp. K

4. A COLLISION-FREE p-COLORING

We here provide our solution to the collision-free p-coloring problem. We use a
colors, where a can be any power of 2 such that 1�a� p, and will be set to
optimize the construction. The p integers are partitioned into W p�aX consecutive
segments of size a. Each segment contains each color at most once. If p�a is not an
integer, then we construct a coloring of W p�aX a integers, and then use the first p
integers of that coloring.

Call the a colors c0 } } } ca&1 . Our strategy for constructing a valid collision-free
p-coloring will be as follows: we first color each segment using the colors in increas-
ing order (i.e., integer i is assigned color ci mod a). This is not a valid coloring, since
most of the integers are the average of two same colored integers. Thus, we next
rearrange the colors within each of the segments in a manner that greatly reduces
the number of integers that serve as the average of two same colored integers. After
the rearrangement, the remaining integers that are still the average of two same
colored integers are then designated as uncolored.

The interesting portion of the construction is the rearrangement of the colors
within a segment. We perform a set of switches of the colors. Each switch is defined
in terms of a level, l. A level l switch of a segment first partitions the integers in
that segment into subsegments of length 2l. Then, the colors in the first half of each
subsegment are switched with the colors in the second half of the subsegment,
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maintaining the order within each of the halves. Thus, for example, a level 2 switch
of the coloring c0c1 c2c3 c4 c5 c6c7 would result in the coloring c2 c3 c0c1 c6 c7c4c5 .

To determine which switches are performed, we use a set of W p
aX log a random

bits. In particular, for 1� j�W p
aX, let b1, j } } } b log a, j be random bits chosen inde-

pendently and without bias. We perform a level l switch on segment j if and only
if bl, j=1. Note that it does not matter which order we perform the switches. After
we have performed the switches, we find all pairs of same colored integers, and if
their mean is an integer, we mark that integer. We then move each marked integer
to the set of uncolored integers. This completes our construction. The following
lemma shows that if we choose the value of a appropriately, the number of
uncolored integers is not too large.

Lemma 1. With probability at least 1
2 , the resulting number of uncolored integers

is at most

�p
a|

2

\3
2+

log a

.

Proof. We first show that the expected number of uncolored integers that are
created as a result of any pair of segments j and j $ is at most ( 3

2) log a. Call the set
of numbers (integers or integers +1

2) that serve as the average of two same colored
integers in j and j $ the image of j and j $. The number of uncolored integers created
by j and j $ is no larger than the size of the image of j and j $. We demonstrate that
the size of the image is 2k( j, j $), where k( j, j $)=� log a

l=1 ((1+bl, j+bl, j $) mod 2). In
other words, k( j, j $) is the number of levels such that either both or neither of
segments j and segment j $ have been switched.

Consider first the size of the image when we replace the segment j $ with a seg-
ment j", where the order of the colors in j" is obtained by starting with the order
in j, and performing a switch at every level. The colors in j are ordered exactly the
reverse of the colors in j", and thus every pair of same colored integers in j and j"
have the same average: the image of j and j" consists of one number. The segment
j" can be transformed into the segment j $ by performing a switch at every level l

where (1+bl, j+bl, j $) mod 2=1. For each such switch, the colors in the first
halves of the subsegments for that switch are all moved by the same fixed amount.
Thus, the number of integers in the image created by the integers in the first halves
of the subsegments is unchanged and can be no larger than the size of the image
before the switch. The same is true for the number of integers in the image created
by the integers in the second halves of the subsegments. Thus, each of the switches
to transform j" into j $ can increase the size of the image by at most a factor of 2.
In fact, it increases the size of the image by exactly a factor of 2.

Thus, the size of the image of j and j $ is 2k( j, j $). Since each bit is chosen independently,

Pr[k( j, j $)=i]=
\log a

i +
2log a .
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This implies that the expected size of the image of j and j $ is

:
log a

i=0

\log a
i +

2log a 2 i=\3
2+

log a

.

The equality follows from the fact that � log a
i=0 ( log a

i ) 2i and 3log a both count the
number of ways to partition a set of log a elements into three subsets, and thus are
equal. The total number of pairs of segments that create uncolored integers is
( W p�aX

2 ), and thus from the linearity of expectation, the expected number of
uncolored integers is at most ( W p�aX

2 )( 3
2) log a. The lemma follows from Markov's

inequality: the probability that the number of uncolored integers is more than twice
the expectation is less than 1

2 . K

Note that we can find a valid coloring efficiently using randomization simply by
choosing the random bits repeatedly until we have a suitable set. The following
theorem follows directly.

Theorem 4. For any integer a� p, there is a collision-free p-coloring, such that
C�a, and U�W p

aX2 ( 3
2)log a.

Note that ( 3
2) log a

ra0.585<a3�5, By setting a= p5�6, we have a collision-free
p-coloring, such that C+U=O( p5�6). In Section 5, we provide a lower bound on
collision-free p-colorings of C2�3U=0( p). This gives us an idea of how close to
optimal our construction is. For example, it implies that C+U=0( p3�5). Narrow-
ing this gap is an interesting open problem. To obtain the FFT algorithms
described in Section 2, we set a= p5�6m5�12. By Theorems 3 and 4, in the presence
of a communication oracle, we have a solution to the p_p multicast transposition
problem where :, the number of rows of A read by any processor, is

O \ p5�6

m7�12+ ,

and ;, the total time required for communication (at a rate of m log n bits per step)
is

O \ p11�6

m7�12 log n+ .

By Theorem 1, this gives an FFT algorithm with running time

O \n log n
p

}
p5�6

m7�12+
nk
p2 }

p11�6

m7�12 log n+=O \ n(k+log2 n)
p1�6m7�12 log n+ .

5. A LOWER BOUND ON COLLISION-FREE p-COLORINGS

In this section, we demonstrate that Dilworth's Theorem [13] provides a lower
bound of C2�3U=0( p) on how good a solution can exist to the collision-free
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p-coloring problem. Thus, for example, U+C=0( p3�5). This also implies that the
best possible sorting algorithm for the PRAM(m) derived from a compression
technique like ours would have a running time of 0( n

m3�5p2�5), which, since m< p, is
larger than the 0( n

- mp
) lower bound of [24] for sorting on the PRAM(m).

Theorem 5. For any collision-free p-coloring, if C� p�16, then C2�3U=0( p).

Proof. The theorem follows from the following lemma:

Lemma 2. For any collision-free p-coloring with at most C colors, any consecutive
set of 16C integers has at least C 1�3 uncolored integers.

Proof. Consider any set of 16C consecutive integers. Within this set, we first
restrict our attention to the odd integers. We can assume that there are at most C1�3

uncolored odd integers. Also, there are at most 2C odd integers that are colored
using colors that appear at most twice within the odd integers of the set. Thus,
there are at least 5C odd integers that are assigned colors that appear at least three
times. Call these integers the relevant integers. We place the relevant integers into
three sets S1 , S2 , and S3 as follows. For every three consecutive appearances of a
color, we place the first appearance into set S1 , the second into set S2 , and the
third into set S3 . There can be at most two appearances of any color in the relevant
integers that are left over; these integers are discarded. Since at least 3�5 of all the
relevant integers are placed into sets, each set contains at least C integers.

For any set of integers S, let S(i) denote the ith largest integer in S. Let A and
B be any two sets of integers that are colored using the same colors, where each
color is used the same number of times in both sets. For any such pair of sets, we
denote by ?[A, B] a permutation of the integers in the set A such that the color
of the integer B(k) is the same as the color of the integer A(l ), where k is ?[A, B]
applied to l. If the sets A and B each use the same color more than once, then there
are several possible permutations to choose from; ?[A, B] is any one of those
permutations chosen arbitrarily.

By Dilworth's Theorem, we know that the permutation ?[S1 , S2] contains either
a subsequence of C1�3 elements that are in increasing order, or a subsequence of
C2�3 elements that are in decreasing order. If the former holds, then there are sub-
sets S$1 �S1 and S$2 �S2 such that |S$1|= |S$2 |=C1�3 and the integers S$1(k) and
S$2(k) have the same color for 1�k�C 1�3. Note that for any i and j such that
1�i< j�C1�3, S$1(i)<S$1( j) and S$2(i)<S$2( j) implies that

S$1(i)+S$2(i)
2

<
S$1( j)+S$2( j)

2
.

Thus, the same colored integers in the sets S$1 and S$2 must produce at least C1�3

distinct averages. Each of these averages falls in the region of the original 16C
integers, and is an integer since all of the integers in the sets S1 and S2 are odd.
Thus, if the permutation ?[S1 , S2] contains a subsequence of C1�3 elements that
are in increasing order, there are at least C1�3 uncolored integers within the 16C
original integers.
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Consider next the case where the permutation ?[S1 , S2] contains a subsequence
of C2�3 elements that are in decreasing order. In this case, there are subsets S$1 �S1

and S$2 �S2 such that |S$1|=|S$2 |=C 2�3 and the integers S$1(k) and S$2(C2�3&k+1)
have the same color for 1�k�C 2�3. Let S$3 �S3 be a set of integers colored using
the same set of colors as the integers in S$2 , using each color the same number of
times. Again by Dilworth's Theorem, the permutation ?[S$2 , S$3] must contain
either a subsequence of C1�3 elements in increasing order, or a subsequence of C1�3

elements in decreasing order.
When ?[S$2 , S$3] contains an increasing subsequence of length C1�3, then there

are subsets S"2 �S$2 and S"3 �S$3 such that |S"2 |= |S"3 |=C1�3 and the integers S"2(k)
and S"3(k) have the same color for 1�k�C 1�3. Again, if i< j, then

S"2(i)+S"3(i)
2

<
S"2( j)+S"3( j)

2
.

Thus, the same colored integers in the sets S"2 and S"3 must produce C1�3 distinct
averages, resulting in at least C1�3 uncolored integers within the 16C original
integers.

When ?[S$2 , S$3] contains a decreasing subsequence of at least C1�3 elements,
there are subsets S"1 �S$1 , S"2 �S$2 and S"3 �S$3 , such that |S"1|=|S"2 |=|S"3 |=C1�3

and the integers S"1(k), S"2(C1�3&k+1), and S"3(k) all have the same color for 1�k
�C 1�3. Since the integers S"1(k) and S"3(k) have the same color, for 1�k�C 1�3,
and if i< j, then

S"1(i)+S"3(i)
2

<
S"1( j)+S"3( j)

2
,

there are again C1�3 uncolored integers within the 16C original integers. K

To prove the theorem, we partition the p integers into 0( p�C) segments of 16C
integers. By Lemma 2, each of these segments must have at least C1�3 uncolored
integers, and thus U=0( p�C 2�3). The theorem follows. K

6. SIMULATING THE COMMUNICATION ORACLE

In Section 3, the reduction from the multicast transposition problem to the colli-
sion-free p-coloring problem assumed the presence of a communication oracle that
could write arbitrary bits into the shared memory. In this section, we describe how
to simulate the communication oracle using the existing set of p processors. This
simulation uses the structure of the collision-free p-coloring described in Section 4,
and thus is specific to our solution to the multicast transposition problem. To
simulate the communication oracle, all the bits written to the shared memory must
be computed by some processor. Each of these bits is the XOR of a set of matrix
entries covered by the tokens of a single set in the token placement problem
(described in Section 3). In our simulation, each of these sets is assigned to a pro-
cessor in a manner described below. That processor reads all rows of the matrix
with tokens from that set, computes the XOR of the matrix elements covered with
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those tokens, and writes the resulting bit to the shared memory. The total number
of matrix rows this requires any processor to read is only a lower order term com-
pared to the number of rows read when the communication bits are supplied by an
oracle.

Recall that the solution to the token placement problem relied on coloring the
diagonals of the matrix according to two copies of a collision-free p-coloring: one
for the first p diagonals, and one for the next p&1. Also, recall that our construc-
tion of the collision-free p-coloring required partitioning the integers into segments
consisting of a consecutive integers. Let a segment of matrix diagonals be the
diagonals that are colored by a segment of a consecutive integers. It can easily be
verified that the diagonals in the following four segments together contain exactly
one token from each set of tokens: the first segment in the second copy of the color-
ing, the last segment in the first copy of the coloring, the first segment in the second
copy on which a level 1 switch relative to the first segment is performed, and the
last segment in the first copy on which a level 1 switch relative to the last segment
is performed. We describe how to assign the sets of tokens that appear in any one
of these segments (called defining segments) to processors. The same process is
applied to all four defining segments.

We here assume that - a is a power of two. Since a is a power of two, this
assumption can be removed at the cost of at most a factor of two in our construc-
tion of the collision-free p-coloring. We partition the matrix diagonals in the defin-
ing segment into regions of - a consecutive diagonals. We also partition the rows
of the matrix into p

- a regions of - a consecutive rows. The intersection of a region
of diagonals and a region of rows is called an assignment region. There are at most
p assignment regions; one processor is assigned to each of them. For any token t
that appears in a processor's assignment region, that processor reads every row that
contains a token from the set containing t and then computes and writes to the
shared memory the XOR of the matrix entries covered by the tokens in that set.
Note that each processor is responsible for at most a sets of tokens. Let Ti be the
set of all tokens that appear in these sets for processor i.

This is sufficient to compute all the XORs necessary. It remains to show that the
total number of rows read is not too large. The key property that we use is that
in our construction of the collision-free p-coloring, we perform the switch rear-
rangements on the colors in the different segments. These rearrangements preserve
a great deal of locality. Specifically, as long as - a is a power of two, the colors that
are assigned to the - a diagonals of any assignment region will appear
consecutively in every segment of the collision-free p-coloring.

Let Ti ( j) be the tokens in Ti that appear in segment j of matrix diagonals, and
let R(i, j) be the number of rows that contain any token in Ti ( j). Let segment d
be the defining segment. From our definition of an assignment region, R(i, d )=- a.
For any value of j{d, R(i, j) depends on which levels were switched in exactly one
of segments d and j. In particular, R(i, j) is increased by an additive term of 2l&1

if exactly one of i and j is switched on level l, for 1�l�log - a, and R(i, j) is not
effected by the switches on level l, for l>- a. Thus R(i, j)�- a+�1�2 log a&1

x=0 2x=
2 - a&1. Thus, processor i can read all the rows containing tokens in Ti ( j) by
reading at most 2 - a&1 rows of the matrix.
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There are W p
aX segments of matrix diagonals that contain tokens from Ti . Thus,

the total number of rows read by any processor to simulate the communication
oracle is O( p�- a). The number of rows each processor must read when there is a
communication oracle is more than p2�a3�2. Thus, since a=o( p), computing the bits
written by the communication oracle requires only an additive lower order term
increase in the total number of rows read by any processor.

The processors also need to write those bits to the shared memory in such a way
that (a) m log n bits appear at every time step, (b) no processor needs to write more
than O(1) bits at any step, and (c) no processor needs to read more than O(1) bits
at any step. To do this, simply choose a partition of the bits into sets of size m log n
from the set of all such partitions uniformly at random. Standard Chernoff bound
techniques suffice to show that if m log n�a1&=, for any constant =>0, then the
chosen partition has the desired properties with high probability.
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